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EDITORIAL RESPONSE

Too few trials or too few reported trials?
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Earlier this year on the 20th anniversary of the Evidence-Based 

Dentistry journal editor Derek Richards argued that there have been 

too many systematic reviews, and not enough high-quality original 

research.1 We agree that more high quality primary research would 

be useful. But we would like to emphasise that there is a serious 

ongoing issue with the results of completed trials not being reported.

Publication and dissemination biases impact the complete 

assessment of evidence in medical research with numerous examples 

throughout the literature.2 Systematic reviews have shown that 

studies with statistically significant results are more likely to be 

published than those without significant findings.3,4 The reasons 

for non-publication are varied but include trialists reporting lack of 

time or low priority to report; feeling that results are not important 

enough; and journal rejection.5 Prior research has shown that results 

reporting on trial registries, such as ClinicalTrials.gov, is also poor.6-9

In January 2018 the first trials covered by updated US trial 

reporting regulations became due to report results.10 Under the 

Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (FDAAA) 

all ‘applicable’ clinical trials are required to report results directly 

onto the US government website ClinicalTrials.gov within one year 

of their primary completion date. The DataLab at the University of 

Oxford has launched the FDAAA TrialsTracker, a tool that publicly 

tracks the results status of each individual completed clinical trial 

covered by this law, using daily data imported from ClinicalTrials.

gov.11 Trials are marked as ‘reported’ when they have submitted 

results, even if those results are not yet publicly available.

We searched the data from http://fdaaa.trialstracker.net to identify all 

trials in the oral health sciences which are due to report results under 

FDAAA. Among the 1248 studies identified (searched on 21 August 

2018) 20 were related to dentistry. Of these, eight (40%) are overdue 

to report. Of the unreported trials six (75%) were sponsored by non-

commercial educational organisations and two (25%) were sponsored 

by pharmaceutical or biotechnology companies. Four (50%) have a 

recruitment status discrepant with their listed primary completion date: 

the FDAAA law requires all trials past their provided primary completion 

date to report results regardless of trial status, on pain of a daily $11,569 

fine. Of the 12 reported trials, four trials (33%) were reported late.

Short profiles of the unreported trials are included below:

NCT02387970: This trial compared outcomes for two different 

treatment protocols related to a new type of dental implant 

(NobelParallel CC implant). Fifty participants were expected to 

enroll. The primary completion date was estimated as June 2017, 

however the trial’s status is currently ‘recruiting’. This study was 

sponsored by Columbia University with information provided by 

the PI, Dr. Panos Papapanou.

NCT00820235: This trial evaluated the gum response to three 

different types of dental implants for the front upper jaw. One 

hundred and fifty-five participants were expected to enroll. The 

primary completion date was June 2017. The trial was sponsored 

by Dentsply Sirona Implants.

NCT01919515: This trial tested whether a new type of molar 

crown performed similarly to established stainless steel crowns. 

Fifty participants were expected to enroll. The primary completion 

date was estimated as June 2017, however the status of the study 

is ‘unknown’, meaning the completion date has passed and the 

record has not been verified in more than two years. The trial was 

sponsored by NuSmile, Ltd.

NCT02399228: This phase 2 trial examined a drug containing 

East Indian Sandalwood Oil for the treatment of oral mucositis. 

The trial had seven participants and the primary completion date 

was May 2017. The trial was sponsored by Santalis Pharmaceutical 

Inc. in collaboration with The University of Texas Health Science 

Center at San Antonio.

NCT02539342: This phase 3 trial was to examine if caphosol rinse 

prevents oral mucositis in children undergoing chemotherapy. 

A single participant was enrolled before the study terminated in 

March 2017. Terminated trials are required to disclose results on all 

recruited participants under FDAAA. The trial was sponsored by the 

Medical College of Wisconsin.

NCT03174678: This phase 4 trial examined the effect of 

dexmedetomidine treatment on preoperative cooperation and 

emergence delirium in young children undergoing complete dental 

treatment. The trial had 100 participants and primary completion 

date was March 2017. The trial was sponsored by Adnan Menderes 

University.

NCT03336853: This trial examined whether treatment with the 

HybenX device reduced bleeding during root canal treatment. 

Sixty participants were enrolled and the study reached its primary 

completion date on July 21 2017. The trial was sponsored by Dr. 

Riccardo Pace of the Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Careggi.

 
NCT03033628: This trial aimed to evaluate whether the 

DentalVibe comfort system could be used to reduce pain during 

maxillary infiltration injection in paediatric dental patients. The 

primary completion date is listed as April 2017. This trial has an 

estimated enrollment of 21 participants and is sponsored by Cairo 

University.

Some of these trials may have reported their results elsewhere. For 

instance, NCT03174678 has published findings in BioMed Research 

International,12 however this does not meet the legal requirements 
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of the FDAAA 2007. Previous research has shown that journal 

publications can fail to disclose important elements of methods and 

results,13 and that results reports on registries are more complete 

than journal publications of the same studies, especially with 

respect to adverse events.14,15

 These unreported trials give important cause for reflection. New 

research can be informative for patient care. But clinical trials must 

be of high quality - with the results reported in full, and in a timely 

manner - to avoid wasting limited financial resources and patient 

goodwill.
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